ABSTRACT A gamma-ray burst spectrum can be modeled by passing a power law spectrum through a medium that is optically thick to Compton scattering. The roll-over of the Klein-Nishina cross section at high energies produces a break in the spectrum at several hundred keV if the gamma-ray source is at z 1. Photon-photon pair production limits the scattering region's size to greater than 0:1 parsec. Because the optical depth is greater than unity for a length scale of several parsecs, the density must be of order 10 5 cm ?3 , which occurs only in molecular clouds at the centers of galaxies. This model therefore precludes source models employing objects that are common to the galactic plane|for example, merging neutron stars. The model spectrum is described by ve free parameters: a cosmological red shift, a Thomson optical depth, a power law index, a metallicity, and an amplitude. The attenuation model can be tested by comparing the consistency of model parameters derived at di erent times over the duration of a burst. Small angle scattering of x-rays by dust within the molecular cloud produces an x-ray afterglow. A consequence of this model is that any optical or ultraviolet radiation is heavily absorbed, making detection of gamma-ray bursts at these energies unlikely.
INTRODUCTION
A long standing problem in constructing models of gamma-ray bursts is modeling the non-thermal burst spectrum. These spectra are generally a power law above 1MeV, and emit their peak power at several hundred keV. 1;2 Before BATSE, when the predominate models were emission from neutron stars, the small fraction of energy in the x-ray band caused considerable theoretical di culty, and became known as the x-ray paucity problem. Now we have cosmological models which have no prede ned characteristic energy, implying that the characteristic spectral energy peak is still a problem.
The root of the di culty with cosmological models is the large Lorentz factors of > 100 required to overcome photon-photon pair creation. This makes the characteristic energy in the rest frame of the emitter ill-de ned, because the value of the Lorentz factor is not physically constrained. The likely radiative processes|photoelectric absorption, cyclotron emission, Compton scattering| are further unconstrained in optical depth, electron distribution, magnetic eld strength, and seed photon density and energy.
These considerations suggest that the characteristic energy of gamma-ray bursts is set by processes in the rest frame of the host galaxy and is associated with the electron rest mass energy. This article examines Compton attenuation as the mechanism responsible for producing the observed spectra. More detailed analyses of this model are presented elsewhere. 3;4 THE COMPTON ATTENUATION MODEL Because the purpose of this model is to explain the characteristic peak values of the F curve independent of the Lorentz factor of the source, I must assume that the source spectrum is a power law. In the model the source is embedded in a cool, static medium with Thomson optical depth much greater than unity. Compton scattered radiation can annihilate with other burst photons and produce electron-positron pairs. If signi cant scattering occurs closer than d s = 0:04 ( =10) exp ( =2 ? 5) pc to the source, where is the Thomson optical depth of the scattering region, the number of pairs created raises the optical depth by at least 1, which produces a rapid and permanent extinction of the gamma-ray burst. As this contradicts the observations, the scattering region must be larger than d s . The travel time between scatterings is therefore > 10 6 s, so the scattered radiation does not contribute to the burst.
A second process a ects the x-ray spectrum: photoelectric absorption. Because the scattering region is primarily composed of hydrogen, this process a ects the spectrum at the lower energy limit of the BATSE instrument (approximately 20keV). The energy of unity optical depth is pushed far below the instrument threshold for a cosmological red shift of z 1. As a consequence, photoelectric absorption is generally unimportant for tting the spectra of bursts observed by BATSE. Figure 1 shows the Compton attenuated spectrum for several values of the Thomson optical depth. At high energies the scattering optical depth falls to zero because of the ?1 dependence of the Klein-Nishina cross section above 1MeV. The transition from the Thomson cross section to the Klein-Nishina cross section produces a \broken" spectrum below 1MeV. Below 10keV the e ects of photoelectric absorption appear. In the absence of photoelectric absorption the spectrum follows a power law with the index of the source power law spectrum.
The high Thomson optical depth in this model limits it to sources at the centers of galaxies. Because the scattering region is large, it must be associated with the interstellar medium. But the optical depth through the plane of nearby spiral galaxies is much less than unity. This leaves molecular clouds with densities of order 10 5 cm ?3 , which exist only at the centers of galaxies. This model is therefore inconsistent with sources common to the planes of galaxies, such as merging binary stars. The source must in fact be unique to the cores of galaxies, which suggests that the energy source in this model is a massive black hole.
X-RAY AFTERGLOW A small number of bursts have x-ray emission lasting up to several hundred seconds after the gamma-ray emission falls below background. 5;6;7 The afterglow spectrum falls rapidly and can be t by a black body continuum with a temperature of approximately 1keV to 2keV. To this point the only interpretation o ered for this radiation is thermal emission from the burst source. For extragalactic sources this implies a source size of 10 10 cm for = 1, which is larger than the size derived from the rise time.
Because the Compton attenuation model requires a dense molecular cloud for the scattering region, it provides a natural explanation for the x-ray afterglow|coherent scattering with dust. 4;8;9;10 X-rays produced in the gamma-ray 
In this equation the function in brackets is of order unity. For the molecular clouds under consideration in this model, one expects the energy of unity optical depth to be near 10keV. For these equations and the di erential scattering cross section, I ran a Monte Carlo simulation of 10 5 photons to produce Figure 2 . The dust decreases the direct x-ray ux by a signi cant factor below 30keV. The afterglow spectrum is quite steep above unity optical depth, having a spectrum given by the burst spectrum times E 7?m keV . At low energies the optical depth to scattering exceeds unity, causing the delayed spectrum to be at. While the spectra in Figure 2 resemble thermal spectra with temperatures of 5keV, which is higher than observed, dust scattered spectra at a cosmological red shift of 2 will have the correct shape to t the observations. One characteristic of this model is that the peak of the x-ray afterglow should shift down in energy with time.
OBSERVATIONAL TESTS
The Compton attenuation theory must satisfy a stringent test: model ts to a burst's spectrum at di erent times over the duration of the burst must yield the same cosmological red shift z. One does not generally expect other models to produce a constant value of z. For instance, if the energy of the spectral break is dependent on the Lorentz factor of the emitter, and if decreases with time, the spectral break energy should fall with time, leading to a z that rises with time. The constancy of z with time can also be tested by tting the color-color diagrams of individual bursts 11 with model color-color curves found by allowing the power law index to vary.
A second test of this model is the comparison of the values of z derived from spectral ts with the allowed values of z implied by each burst's position on the log N{log P max curve. High values of z must correspond to low values of P max .
The e ects of dust o er additional opportunities for testing this theory. The spectrum and time pro le of the x-ray afterglow is dependent to some extent on the spectrum and time pro le of the direct gamma-ray burst. One should be able to model this correlation and test for its presence. A second test is the presence of an optical ash at the time of the gamma-ray burst. Optical emission during the gamma-ray burst will be heavily absorbed by the dust, making the observation of gamma-ray bursts at these wavelengths unlikely. The observation of a strong optical ash would pose great physical di culties for the Compton attenuation model.
